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3D Predict™ — AI-Driven Aligners
See the Unseen. Look Beyond the Evident.

3D Predict™ was founded by a medical doctor who had extensive clinical
trial experience.
When she started in 2014, many orthodontists had the dream of planning
root movements and knowing what was inside the bone. Some of them used
the roots from an anatomical library or poorly visualized roots without apex,
and were not satisfied with the results.
3D Predict’s™ best software developers and mathematicians with decades
of experience in computational geometry algorithms, medical imaging, 3D
design, and computer graphics worked on the system.
As a result, 3D Predict™ delivered AI-based technology for REAL root and
bone-based treatment planning.
3D Predict’s™ goal is to ensure you achieve success treating cases of every complexity within optimal timelines.

Deep CBCT® Analysis
Deep CBCT® analysis* is done with proprietary AI software and is a true GAME
CHANGER in orthodontics. It incorporates high precision digital models of
REAL bone and roots into a 3D treatment plan.
You are able to assess both cortical plate width and root angulation and
length at each treatment step.
Analyzing a tooth as a whole (crowns, REAL roots and bone) allows you
to move teeth only within the bone and prevent anatomically impossible
movements (such as root collision).
You can make an informed and fast decision on the possibility and exact
volume of arch expansion, retraction, and root torques. You will approve a
predictable 3D Plan, which will allow you to avoid corrections†.
Internal analysis on 1,722 patients shows that Deep CBCT® reduces the
number of corrections by half and associated chair time by 30%†.
Reduced time per patient allows you to cut costs and increase your margin.

3D Predict™ Tooth Movement Protocols
We use proprietary AI software for treatment planning. Thousands of clinically
proven cases and studies on root and bone anatomy are integrated into
movement protocols. If you do not use a CT scan in your practice, you can
still benefit from Deep CBCT®.
This technology ensures the effectiveness of movements considered most
important by orthodontists: arch expansion, rotation, distalization**.
Internal analysis on 106 patients showed that 88% expansion and 77%
rotation are accomplished without corrections†.
Effective protocols and optimal staging also have a positive impact on
movement speed. The average treatment of a Class II patient with distalization
(2.5 mm) takes only 12 months†.
Such effectiveness reduces the number of corrections and treatment duration, allowing
you to gain time for at least 5 new patient visits and boosts your practice revenue.
* Patent pending
** Survey June-October, 2019
†
Not yet verified by peer-reviewed, published research.
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